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Getting Started

What is 1 thing you want to have 
addressed or answered during this CV 

session related to your CV? 



Your Curriculum Vitae

Goal: 
To provide an individual (or a committee) with an 
understanding of the scope of your educational 
background, professional career, and current academic 
and scholarly interests. 



Why should you keep your CV 
continuously updated? 
• Unexpected opportunities
• Updating your CV regularly will help you include 

contributions you may forget about over time
• CV’s should be adjusted to your audience and 

purpose (job application versus promotion packet) 
so keeping it up to date saves you time!

• Importance of having an internal and external CV
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https://guides.hsl.virginia.edu/faq-promotion-tenure 
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CV Tips and Strategies
Font and formatting: consistency matters, list name 
and degree on every page, avoid use of tables, do 
not highlight or use color (bold/italicize for impact), 
suggest 1” margins, years not dates

Proofread: Read backwards, spell check & ensure 
content accuracy
Address and contact information – specify your 
preferred mailing address and contact information
Last updated – include date



CV Tips and Strategies
• Because these are read left to right, avoid 

placing dates on the left margin to avoid 
emphasis on the date as opposed to the activity;

• Be accurate;
• Keep your CV current; 
• If you’re annotating, 

• use active voice, not passive voice



What should you NOT include?
• Age
• Social Security Number
• DEA or Medical License Number
• Gender/ Race/ Religion
• National Origin
• Marital/ Parental Status
• Spouse/ children’s names
• Salary History
• Reason for leaving your current job



It’s important to note….

Every CV will look different, depending upon your 
faculty track --- and, that’s okay! 



Sharing with Peers 
Step 1 – Pair up and introduce yourself
Step 2 – Review your colleague’s CV, share 
observations, ask for clarity
Step 3 – The Reviewer should consider & share: 
• Are there formatting & stylistic 

questions/concerns?
• Is this person effectively communicating their 

accomplishments?
• Are there items that should/shouldn’t be included? 
Step 4 – Discuss as a pair: Identify best practices for 
keeping track of CV items/accomplishments – what 
works/will work for you?



Group Feedback and Discussion



Early Career Women Faculty Leadership Development Seminar

https://www.aamc.org/professional-development/affinity-groups/gfa/faculty-vitae/preparing-your-curriculum-vitae



Additional Resources: 
The Educator’s / Teaching Portfolio

https://faculty.med.virginia.edu/facultyaffairs/teaching-portfolio/



What is a personal statement?

A personal statement allows you to make a strong, 
positive impression on an individual and/or hiring 

committee. This document will serve as a starting point 
for a brief biography, cover letter, award nomination, 

promotion and tenure packet, etc.



Why is a personal statement important?

• Shapes the language for:
• Letters of recommendation
• Grant proposal biosketch
• Cover letter
• Award nomination
• Promotion packet

• Providing pre-written text allows you to avoid gender 
biases that might come up in recommendation letters 
written for you

• Learn how to write and communicate powerfully!
• Good reflective practice – being able to state why you do 

what you do
• Your personal statement can/will change over time!



Strengthening your Statement
• Language is important - Develop awareness of the 

different language used in letters for men compared 
with women

• Limit the use of “grindstone adjectives” (e.g. 
hardworking, conscientious, dependable, diligent, 
careful)

• Choose words that describe your ability (e.g. talented, 
smart, capable, innovative, etc.)

• Make your personal statement about you. Take credit 
for your individual accomplishments for your work on 
the team. Avoid giving all the credit to your “team.”

Recommended Reading: Sharonne Hayes, “5 Tips for Writing Great Letters of Reference: Avoiding 
Unintentional Bias”: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/5-tips-writing-great-letters-reference-
avoiding-bias-sharonne-hayes

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/5-tips-writing-great-letters-reference-avoiding-bias-sharonne-hayes


Thank you! 
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